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EXPLANAT0:1Y liEl\m:tANDUM 
I • G!.iJN.i~P..AL 
Technical requirements relating to safe-ty belt anchorages exist in the 
majority of the Member States. These nationcl roquirewents diverge &t 
present on many points and do not take sufficient account of 
recent tachnical developments. This necessitates the speedy adoption of 
Community specific at ions that will not only ensure tile free movenwnt 
of ~ods in respect of mot0r vehicles but also provide the users of 
these vehicles with"the grectest s~ety and comfort possible in the 
present state of the art. 
'E.1is proposal for a Directive comes to.'ithin the soope of th~ EEC typErtot 
a.pproval procedure for motor vehicles (1) and of the Co.annunity programme 
of action on industrial p6lilcy of 21. Docamber 1973• 
The teolmical requirements involved concern t~w position, strength and 
testing of safety-belt anchorages. The provisionfl proposed envis[;..ge in 
particular that all of the seats in all private motor cars and vehicles 
derived therefrom should be fitt·::;d uvith anchorages. This moasure forms 
the essential basis for the Cou~unity provisions currently in preparation 
with a \~ew to fitting vehicles with safety belts. ~proposal for 
a Directive vJill be transmitt8d to the Co·uncil b0fore the end of the 
yoa:r 1974 on this subject. It ~·rill be accompanied by a proposal for a 
Directive relating to head·restraintst thus constituting a further measure 
by the Community on the protection of the occupants o:? motor vehicles. 
The present proposal for a Directive has been prepared in close collabo-
ration with national experts and tdth the representatives of consumer 
interests of the. automobile industry a;nd of equipment rna.nufacturers and 
h.9.s obta..tned a. large measure of agreement. 
-----------
(1) Council Dir0.ctive 70/156/EEC, 6 February 1970, OJ N° L 42, 
23 F'ebruary 1970. 
., 
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Disousnions with experts have, however, shown that it will be difficult 
fo!" certain types of vehicle such as convertible cars or cars with a 
removable roof t0 comply \ii th the proposed requirements on the position 
of the upper anc~orages by the date envisa~d for entry into effect. 
Since it appreciates the3e difficultiDs the Commission proposes that 
such vehicles should be subject to modified requirements, the applica-
bility of which would, hvwever, be restricted to tuo years follmving 
the date of notification of the Directive. 
II. Cmrr!'~S OlJ THE PROPOSAL FOR ~\ DIRECT~ 
The proposed Directive covers motor vehicles having at least four 1meels 
and -a ma."~::i.mum design speed. of more than 25 km/h (Article 1 ). 
·Article 2 links the requirements concerning safety bolt· anchorages with 
the EEC type/approval procedure.· 
Since certain of the new :Member States do not at present operate a 
national type approval procedure it has been necessary to introduce 
a special Article to ensure that vehicles complying with the requirements 
of the Directi7e can be used in th~se st~tes (Article 3) (1). 
If the prototype is modified the Member State ~lhich iss,Ied t:i1.o type' 
. ' 
approval shall determine whether new tests are necessary (Article 4). 
(1) See O.J • N° L 73 'of 27 March 1972 "Doc11Illents concerning the. 
Accession to the.Europoa.n Communities of the Kingdom of 
Denmark, Ireland, 't'he Kin,gd.oin of liforway and the United Kingdom· 
of Groat Britain and Northern Ireland" - Act concerning the 
conditions of Acceasion and the adjust:!lents to the Treaties -
Ar4~ex I, Title X. 
• 
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Article 5 provides that · the procedure for adjusting the requi-
rements of the Annexes so as to take ~ccount of technical progress 
should be that set out 1 in Article 13 of the Co'lmcil Di,rective of 
6 February 1970 on type approval of motor vehicles and their trailers. 
Article 6 l~s do~~ two deaclines; before expiry of the first dead-
line the r·Iember States must :1dopt and publish the provisions needed 
in order to comply with this Directive. They may do so at any time 
within this deadline. The second C..eadline constitutes the single date 
on which all the Member St~tes must simultaneously implement the 
common rules (!.rticle 6, 1)). 
Finally, the Commission must be notified of any draft provisions drawn 
up by the r~ember States in the field covered by this Directive, in 
sufficient time to enable it to submit its comments, if any, on that 
d:raft (Article 6, 2)). 
III. QQ.NSULT:.TION OF THE EUROPE.'\.N P!u1LL"Jr,EJ:JT llifD THE ECONOHIC .~;J~TD SOCI ft.L 
cor.::ifiTTE~ 
The Opinion of these two institutions is required under the provisions 
of the seoo~d par~graph of Article 100. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMI!ONITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Ar-ticle 100 thereof; 
Having regard to the Proposal from the Commission; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee; 
Whereas the technical requirements which motor vehicles must satisfy 
pursuant to national laws relate inter alia to safety-belt anchorages; 
~fuereas those requirements differ from one Member State to another; where-
as it is therefore necessary that all ~fumber States adopt the same require-
ments either in addition to or in place of their existing rules, in order, 
in particular, to allow the EEC type approval procedure which was the sub--
ject of the Council Directive 70/156/EEc(1) of 6 Februar,y 1970 on the 
approximation of the laws of the :Member States relating to tho type approval 
of motor vehicles and their trailers to be applied in respect of eaCh type 
of vehicle; 
Whereas common requirements concerning the interior of the passenger comp-
artment, the layout of the controls, the roof, the backrest and rear part 
of the seats have been laid down by Council Directive 74/60/EEC of 17 
December 1973 (2); whereas requirements on interior fittings relating to 
the protection of the driver against the steering unit in the eveni of 
impact were laid down by the Council Directive of ••• (3); whereas require-
ments concerning the strength of seats and their anchorages were laid down· 
on ...... (4); al'la Whereas other requirements on int.erio~hfittings, and in 
particular head restraints, safety belts and the identification of controls, 
will be laid down at a later date; 
m
o,J: No L 14102& -cl'f 23 February 1970, P• 1. 
o.J. No L 38 of 11 February 1974• 
COM:(72) 955 of 15 September 1972. 
COI-1(73) 682 of 14 May 1973 and COM(74) 146 of 13 Februar,y 1974c 
a 
• 
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Whereas approximation of the national lavrs relating to motor vehicles 
entails recognition by the Member st~tos of the tests carried out by 
each of them on the basis of the co;,11non rcquirem(Jnts, and whereas in 
order to function properly such a systC'm calls for th0 implementation 
of these requirements by all of the Hcii.lbor States with effect from 
the S['llle date; 
HAS ADOPrED TI-IIS DIRZCTIVE 
-3-
Article 1 
1. For the purposesof this Direotiva .. "ve ole"· means any motor vehicle 
i.n categor-Jr·I 1 a£{ defined in .fulnex I o Directive 70/156/EEC (1)) 
desi~1ed for use on the road, having four·wheels and a· 
maximum'design speed-of more than 25 
2.· ·This Directive applies :to anchorages or safety~ belts ·ror adult 
' 
occupants of forward-facing seats • 
.Article 2 
No ~!ember sta,te may refuse to grant EEC type-.~pproval or national type-
approval of a vehicle on grounds relating to the anchorages fo:r safety 
belts if these anchorages satisfy the requirements sat out in .Annexes 
I, III, IV and V. 
Article j 
No Member State ma.y refuse to ~tater o:t pl'Ohibtt ~ 
• 
ar>.l f)~ entry into sorrioa or ue~ ~of ~»Y v.ahiole on gtllU5c1s ·rolati:ng to the anohora.gee 
for safety belts if these anchorages sa.tisfy the requirements set out 
in Annexes I 1 III, IV and V. 
Article ~ 
The r:em.bnr S~~te nhioh ha.s gl~.n:h·:u~". t~.;.,q...npproval shel:. tf!1~:. 
thti neeeasary. m-.a.su.;:"li!£ to ~~ tbtl.t it is ~'llio~C. 
of e;rrg modifioe.tion o~'? ~ p , or ohe.ra.cteririio 
' i 
referred to in tmnex I, point 1.1. Th~ competent authorities of that 
state shall determine whether fresh tests should be carried out on the 
modified prototype and a fresh report drawn up. 
~~ere such tests reveal failure to comply with the requirements of this 
Directive, the modification sha.ll not be approved. 
(l) O.J. N° L 42, 23 February 1970, p. 1. 
./. 
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Article 5 
Any amendments necessary in order to adjust the requirements of Annexes I 
to V so a.s to tal~e account of technical progress shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 13 of Directive 
70/156/EEC on the approxbtation of the laws of the :;.'.Iember States relating 
to the type-approval of motor vehicles and their trailers. 
Article 6 
1. The MePlber States shall adopt and publish the provisions necessary in 
order to co~ply with this Directive before 1 October 1975 and shall 
forthwith inform the Commission thereof. 
They shall apply those provisions with effect from 1 April 1916. 
2. Once this Directive has been notified, the I•~ember States shall ensure 
that the Commission is informed in sufficiont time to enable it 
submit_its comme~ts, of all draft laws, regulations or administrative 
provisions which they are proposing to adopt in the field govered by 
the Directive. 
Article 7 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
7 
ANNZXE I 
DEFINITIOil'S, APPLICATION·FOR EEC TYPE-APPROVAL, 
LEG-TYPE APPROVhLt SPECIFICATIONS, TESTS 1 
CONFOkMITY OF PRODUCTION, INSTRUCTIONS 
1. DEFINITIONS 
For the purpose of this Directive : 
1.1. "vehicle type as regards belt enchorages"means a category of power-
driven vehicleswhich do not differ in such essential respects as 
the dimensions, lines and materials of components of the vehicle 
structure or seat structure or any othep part· of th~ Yehiole to 
which the be 1 t ·.c.nchorages are at tachcd; 
1.2. "belt anchorages" means the parts of the vehicle structure or seat 
structure or any other part of the vehicle to which the safety belt 
assemblies are to be secured; 
1.3. 11safety belt (seat belt, bel.t).i• .. means an arrangement of straps with 
a securing buckle, adjusting devices and attachments which is capa-
ble of being anchored to a power-driven vehicle and 'is designed to 
diminish the risk of injury to its wearer, in the event of collision 
or of ~brupt deceleration of the vehiclej by 'limiting the mobility 
of the wearer's body. Such an arrangement is generally referred to as 
.. 
a 11bel t assembly", which term also' embraces any ·devi6e for absorbung or for 
retracting the belt. 
1.4. ~ctive.belt anchorage menas the point used to determine conven-
tionally~ as spec~fied in point 4.4. the angle of each.part of the 
safety bolt in relation to the wearer, that' is, the point to which 
. . . 
a strap would need to ·br attached to provide the same lie as the 
intended lie of the belt when worn, and which may or me.y not be the 
actual belt anchorage depending on the configuration of the safety 
. . . 
beltflm:dmre at its attachme!l~.Jo~~l,l~ belt anchorage. 
. .. ; ... 
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For example, in the case 
· 1.4.1. where a safety belt i~corporates a rigid part which is attached to a 
lorrer belt anchorage and which is either fixed or free to svd.vcl, the 
effective belt anchorage for all positions of seat adjustment is the 
point where the strap is attached to thar rigid part; 
L.4.2. where a strap guide is used on the vehicle stl·ucture or on the seat · 
structure, the middle point of the guide at the place where the strap 
leaves the guide on the belt wearer's' side, shall be considered as the 
effective b8lt anchorage; and, 
1.4.3. where the belt runs directly from the wearer to a retractor attached to 
the vehicle structure or the seat structure without an intervening strap 
guide, the effective belt anchorage shall be considered as b~ing the 
intersection of the axis of the reel for storinG the strap with tne planP 
passing through the centre line of the strap en t~e reel. 
1.5. 
1.6. 
1.8. 
"seat" means a structure which may or may not be in"tcgr'll with the 
vehicle structure complete with trim, intended to seat one adult 
person. The term covers both an individual seat or part of a bench 
seat intended to seat one person; 
"bench seat 11 means a structure complete with trim, intended -eo seat 
more than one adult person; 
11 grol:!ri of_~~ r.1eans either a bench-type scat, or seats wh::.ch are 
separate but side by side (i.e. fixed so tha( the front s'e:J.t ancho-
rases of ono of these seats are in l:::.ne w·L ':..h the front or rear 
anchor~ges of the other or between the an~horages of the other seat) 
and accommodate one or more seatet· adult person; · 
~£oldin~ (tiE:~P) se~~~ means an auxiliary seat intended for occa-
sional use, and which is normally fc.,l.ded out of the way; 
~scat ty~ means a category of seats which do not differ in such 
esse~tiul respects as : 
1.9.1. the shape ~men~ions and materials of the seat structure; 
... / .. .,_. 
ro 
1.10 •. 
1.11. 
1oll.ol• 
the types and dimensions of ·the adjustment systems and all locking 
systems; 
the type and dimensions of the belt ancho~ages -,on t~~. ·s_ee.-t-,. of_ the 
s-eat anchorage_:all~ of the. ~ffected par:ts ... ~f tl,ie vehicl_$ f?_tructure.;_ ~ 
''seat anchorage n m~ans the ~ystem by. which tl;le sea.t as~embly is 
secured to the vehicle stru~ture,. inoludind:. -the_ affected parts of the 
vehicle structure; . 
' ~ . 
,
11adj;ust.tnent sys.tem". means the d~vice by which t-he se.a_t . pr its parts .. :. · _ 
oan·be_ adjusted to a,positi9.n.a~it~d to the morpho~ogy of the seated 
occupant;. this device may, :tn, p~ticular, permit of : 
. ; ~ .. .. •. . . .. 
longitudinal displacement; 
vertical displacement;· 
.-·.1·. 
angu1ar displacement; 
.:_g].;.eJ?~:!.£.c~~!?E.!~~~' .me~s a device ·-~nab~ing the_ ee~t· .. Qr -o~e· o:f ::-S..ts 
parts to. b~_ dis:pla_oad. .. a~gula~ly or. longi_tUdizla:lly, wo~h9u~. a fixed 
int~:rmediate position, to fC?lcilitate access by passe~ger~L 
.· r 
. ·-· ..... 
• ~ 0 .. 
~;,t.oc!~~.zst~~· mea~ anr ~e:yice ensuring that ,.tlte-;;sea~ and' its' parts 
... are mai.~lta.uned in EUJ,y posi.~ion of use and includes b<>th de.vi-ees to 
o • '" • • '• ' • ' '!" •'• •I 
lock the seat baok relative to the.seat and the seat relat~ve to the 
~ . 
vehicle. 
2.1. . . Th~ appl;t.oation for ~C :t;ype.-approval of a vehicle type with regard, :i •.. 
~ I ,. , I ~ , •, 
0 
1 ' '•• , , 0 , .. ,.,. -'• 0 , 
to the belt anoho.:~.~a.ges. shall . v~-- subm~tted. by the veh~cle .m~nufacturer 
- . .. '.. . . ,. ~· '' .. . ' ~ . . 
or by hiE!l ~epresentative • 
"I . 
2.2. It· shall ·be aooornpanied ·by the· uridermeritioned documents iri.'triplicate 
and by the fo11ow~.n:g particulars· : 
.. '.t/J 
..... ; to\ " ( :·· 
.. 
... ; .. 0. ' ' 
• 
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2.2.1. General arrangement drawings of the vehicle structure on an appropriate 
scale, showing the sites of the belt ~.nchorages, and detailed drawings 
of the belt anchorages and the structure to which they are attached. 
2.2.2. A specification of the materials used which may affect the strength 
of the telt anchorages; 
2.2.3. a technical description of the belt anchorages; 
2.2.4. in the case of belt anchora3es affixed to rhe seat structure a detailed 
description of the vehicle type with regard to the design of the seats, 
of the seat anchorages and of their adjustment and locking systems; 
2.2.5. drawincs, on an appropriate scale and in sufficient detail, of the 
seats, of their anchorage to the vehicle, and of their adj~stment and 
lockint; systels. 
:. {' 
2.3. The man~lfacturer, shall submit to the technical service either a vehicle 
representative of the vehicle type to be a?proved or the parts of the 
vehicle consideredessential for the belt anchorage tests by the techni-
cal service conducting approval tests. 
3.1. .:~ form conforming to the model in Annex II shall be atte.ched to the . 
EEC type-approval certificate. 
4. SP~CIFICi,TIOI:S 
--'-
4.1. ~~i·ci~~~~Annex III) 
4.1.1. Point H is a reference point determined by the procedure prescribed in 
Annex IV to this Directive. 
4.1.2. nefcren'ce' line is a straight line which is indicated by the manikin re-
produced in Annex IV, for determining the H point. The reference line 
is that shown in Figure l to that Annex. It represents a line passing 
throush·:the joint of the leg with the pelvis and the joint of the neck 
with the thorax on a manikin representing a 50t~ p3rcentile adult male. 
4.1.3. Points B1 and B2 are the lower effective belt anchorages. 
4~1,4. Po~nt C is a point situated 450 mm vettically above point H • 
... ; ... 
4.1.5. 
4.1.6. 
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The angles i/...,1 and~ are respectively the angles between a horizon-
tal pla.'le and plEmes perpendicua.lr to the m~dian longitudinal plane 
of the vehicle and pacsing through point II a.nd points B1 c:.nd B2• 
S is the distance in millime"ters of the affective upper belt ancho-
rage from a reference plano P pa.r~llel to the longitudinal me~i~~ .· 
plane of the vehicle d~finod as follows : 
4.1.6.1. If the ~eating position is well defined by the shape of the scat, the 
plane P shall be the median plane of this seat. 
4.1.6.2. In the absence of a WGll defined position : 
4.1.6.2.1 the plane P for the driver sh~ll be a. vortical plane passing through 
the centre of the steering wheel in its mean position id adjusteble; 
4.1. 6. 2. 2. the plane P fo.r the front outbo~rd passenger shwl be symmetrical 
.. , 
with that of the driver. 
4.1.6.2.3. plane P forth~ rear outboard seating position shall be that· specified 
by the manufacturer on condition the following limits for distance A 
between the longitudinal median plane of the vehicle and plane P arc 
respected : 
~ > 200 mm if tho bench seat has been desig"Ded to-accomodC".te two passengers only, 
> ' A 300 mm if the bench seat has been des-igned .. to a.ccomodato t~·:o or three pc.ssengers. 
4.2. ~~al §pocificat~ons 
4.2.1. Anchorages for a safety belt shall be so designed, mad3 ru1d situated 
as to : 
4.2.l.l.enable the installation of a suitable safety bolt •. ~he belt anchora-
ges of the front outboard positions shall b~ suitable for safety belts 
incorporating a retractor and pulley ta.king into consideration in par-
ticular the strenght characteristics ~f the belt anchorages, m1less 
the manufacturer supplies- the vehicle ef!Uippcd with other type~ 'cif safety 
~ ~· : 
belts which incorp<;>ra.te retractor. If the anchorages ar_~ ~i table only 
for particular typos of safety belts there types s~all be stated on the 
form mentioned in point 3.1. above; 
4.2.1. 2.reduce··to a minimu.t:~ the. risk of the belt slipping when wo_m correctly; 
. ·. 
, u • ', ' ... 
• 
I 
... 
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4.2.1.3. reduce to a minimum the risk of strap damage due to contact with 
sh~rp rigid parts 0f the vehicle or seat structures. 
4.2.1.4. for bolt anchorages which take up different positions to allow 
persons to enter the vehicle nnd to restrain the occupants, the 
specifications of this Directive shall apply to the belt anchorages 
in th8 effective·rcst~aint position. 
L~nimum number of bel~ ~~horages to be previa~ 
For front outboard seats two lo1..rer belt anchorages 3Jld one upper belt 
anchorage shall be provided. 
4.4. 2. 
For rear outbo·ard sociits, there shall be two lower belt anchorages 
qnd one upper belt ancho~ace hut when n0 urper belt unchorages can 
be installed such ~s in some convertible earn or cars with an removable 
reof, two lower belt anchorages shall be acceptable. 
For all other seats, except folding (tip-up) see.ts there shall be 
two lower belt anchorages. 
For folding (tip-up) Seats there is no requirement for belt an0hora-
_ . ~ . . - ,,. ' . . .. 
ges. However, if the vehicle is fitted with belt anchorages for 
such a seat, these ~chor~es shall satisfy the provisions of tho present 
Directive. 
Loc~tion for belt A.ncho:::-ngos 
~he loc~tion of the belt ~chorages required by.point 4.3. must comply 
with the following requirements. 
General 
4.4.2.1. The belt anchorages for any one belt m~ be located either wholly in 
th..: v~.;hicle structure or in .seat structure or any other part of the 
vehicle or dispersed between these loc~tionso 
4.4.2.2 • .Any one belt annhor:J.ge may be used for attacl:ing the ends of two 
adjacent safety belts provided that the test r~::quirements are met. 
./. 
\'-\ 
4·4· 2. 3. 
\ 
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In the case of a bench seat provided with bolt anchorages for 
two or more seating positions the lower belt anchorages shall 
all bo either integral with the seat or in the body str~cturo. 
A sinilnr requirenent shall also apply to upper belt anchorages. 
Location of the ef'fec.tiv;e lower belt anchorages 
0 
The anglesr(~l and c(2 shall be within the range of 30 to 80° in 
all normal travelling positions of' the scat. Provided that 
where in the case of the front seats, there is no seat adjustment 
or where the belt anchorages are on the seat i tsolf, the angles 
<.<1 and ()(2 shall be 6oo ! 100 • 
In the case of the rear seats the angles ~. ~~ e<e nay be leso 
tho.n the minimum spocified in point 4. 4. 3.1. provided they are not 
loss tho.n 20°. 
The distance between the two vertical planes parallel to the median 
longitudinal plane of the scat and each passing throueh a different 
ono of two effective lower anchorages B1 and B2 of tho aamo seat 
bolt shall not be less than 350 mm. The median longitudinal plane 
of the seat shall pass between points B.1 . a.nd B2 and shall be at 
least 120 mm from those points. 
Location of t~e effective upEer belt anchorags 
In the case whore a strap guide or similar device is used which 
affects the location of the effective upper belt anchorage, this 
location will be determined in a convcntionc:.,l wey by considering 
the position of the anchorage when the longitudinal centre line 
of the strap passes through a pQ~nt J of ·coordill.c'1.tos .. x = 60 mm, 
y = 12.0 mm and. z = 5.30 mm in the following system of coordin?-tes : 
Hz is the torso reference line, 
HY is a horizontal transverse line direc~ed 
tow'.lrds the side nearer· t·o the anchorage, 
Hx is a perpendicular to yHz in a forward 
direotion4 
.j. 
' 
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4•4•4•2• If located to the rear of a plane perpendicular to the median lc~gitu­
dinal plane of the seat and passing through the reference line, the 
effective upper belt anchorage shall lie below the plane FN perpendi~ 
cular to the median longitudinal plane of the seat and forming an 
an&1e of 65° to the reference line. In the case of rear seats this 
angl€ may bo reduced to 60°. The plane FN is so positioned that it 
intcrs€cts the reference line at a point D such that DH equals 
315 IT1~1 + 1.6 s. 
If located on or forwnrd of a plane perpendicular to the median longi-
tudinal plane of the s€at and passing through the reference line, the 
effecti vr; upper belt anchorage shall be bclor,r the plane F 1 N1 perpen-
d.ictllar t·o the median longitudinal plane of th3 S")at and for.:ning an 
anglE- of 65° to tho .·reference line. In th3 case of rear seats, this 
angle may be reduced to 60°. The plane F1N1 is so position€d that it 
intersects the reference line at a point D' such that D'H equals 
315 mm + 1.8 s. 
4•4•4•3• If located to the rE.ar of a plane perpendicular to the median longitu-
dD1al plane of the seat and passing through the reference line, the 
8ffective upper belt anchol:'age: shall lio behind a plane FK, perpendi_: 
cul~,r to the median lon{S'itudinal plane of the seat, intersecting the 
refer~nco line at an angle of 120° at a point B such that BH equals 
260 mm + 1.2 s. 
If located on or f:>rw~d of a plane porpendicular to the median longi~ -'-
.tudinal plan of the seat and passing through the reference. lim::, the . ·-
effoctiv~ upper be1t.anchorago shall lie behind a plane F1~1 perpendi-
c~lar to the ~edian longitudinal plane of ~he scat, interne@ting the 
reference lino at an angle of 120o- a.t a point E t:1at B' H equals 
260 lllJl + s. 
.· .. ; ... 
\{p - 8-
The effective upper belt anchorage shall be situated to the rear of 
a vertical plane perpendicular to the median loneitudinal plane of the 
vehicle and passing~ough the H point as shown in hnnex III. 
4.4.4.6. The effective upper belt anchorage shall be situated above the hori-
zontal pl~ne paosing through point c. 
' 
4.4.4.?. By way of an exception to the reguirement of point 4.4.4.6. and for · 
a period.of 2 years from the notification of thisDirective, the 
5.1.1. 
,' 
effective upper belt anchorage may be placed in the area included between 
horizontal plane C-Y and plane C-M perpendicular to the median lonsitu-
dinal plane of the vehicle and forming a 20 degree angle with plane 
C-Y where the configuration of the vehicle does not allow the location 
of the seat anchorage above the plane C-Y. In this case the seat b~ck 
shall be designed so as to support the strap above the.point where the 
seat b~ck intersects the plane C-Y when tested in accordance with point 5. 
~lso the seat back shall reach a height not less than the height of a 
horizontal plane through the point C and. a ~trap guide must be provided 
to prevent- the stre.p from sliding _off th~ s_hou:}.der. 
Dimensions of threaded belt anchorase holes 
.'.. belt anchorage shall have a thread-ed hole of 11,11 mm (?/16) 
20 UNF 2D. 
TESTING 
General . . . 
. Subject to application of the provisions of point 5.2. and at the request 
o.f the r.1anufacturer. 
5.1.1.1. the tests may be carried out either on a vehicle structure or on a 
completely finished vehicle; 
5.1.1.2. windows and do9rs may be fitted or not and clo~ed or not; 
5.1.1.3. 
5.1..2. 
any fitting provided in the v~hicle type and l'ikely to contribute to 
the rigidity of the vehicle structur~ may b'e fitted. 
' The se.:1ts shall be fitted and shall be' placed in the posi·tion for clri ving 
or use chosen by the technic,al service conducting. approval. tests to give 
the most adverse conditions with respect to the strength of the system. 
The position of the seats s~all be stated in the report. If the angle 
• - ·• • • ..., ~ .. • \ r 
between the seat back and the cushion is adjustable ).it shall be set as 
_specified in ia.nnex IV point 2.2. 
. .. ; ... 
5.2.1. 
5.3.4. 
.. 9 -
Securing cf the vehicle 
The method used to secure the vehicle during the test shall not be such as 
to strengthen the. belt Sl,nchorctges or the belt anchorage arec.s or to lessa: 
the nor:11al. deformation of the structure. 
h securins.device s~all.be regarded as satisfactory if it produces no . 
effect on an area extending over the whole width of the structure and 
if the vehicle or the structure is blocked or fixed in front at a 
distance of not less than 500 mm from the belt anchorage to be tested 
anG is hold of fixed at the rear not less than 300 mm from that anchorage~ 
It is recommended thnt the . structure shauld rest on sup?orts arranged 
approximately in line with the axis of the wheels or, if that is not .. · 
posqiole, in line with the points of attachment of the.suspension. 
Gener~l test s~ecifications 
Sea the belt anchorases of the same group of seats sh~ll be tested simul~0 
ncot.~sly. 
The tractive force shall be applied in a.forward direction at aL angle 
of 10° + 5° above the horizontal in a plane parallel to the median 
longitudinal plane of the vehic~e. 
lull ~pplicntion of the load shall be achieved as rapidl~ ns ,ossible. 
Thu belt ~nchorugus must witbst2nd the specified load f~r not less than 
0.2 SCCO::.J.de 
Tractic~1 c:cvices to be used in the tests described in point 5 .4. below 
aro shown in.dnnex v. 
5.3.5. The belt a.nchorages for seats for which upper belt anchorages arc pro-
vided shall be tested under the following conditions : 
5.3.5.1. Front outboard seats : 
The bult enchorages shall be submitted to the test prescribed in 
point 5.4.1'. in which the loads are trr:msmitted to them by means of a 
device reproducing the geometry of a safety belt equipped with a re-
tro.ctor having a pulley or strap guide at the upper belt anchorage • 
. . .. ; .... 
-lO-
{6 
5·3•5•2• Rear outboard seats and all centre seats : 
. . ...... 
The belt anchoraces shall be subjected to the test prescribed in 
point 5.4.2. in which the loads are transmitted to t·hem by means of 
a device reproducing the geometry of a three point safety belt without 
' ' . 
a retractor, and to the test prescribed in point 5.4.3. in which the 
loads are transmitted to the two lower belt anchorages by means of a 
device reproducing the geometry of a lap belt. The two tests can be 
performed on two different structures if the manufacturer so requests. 
5.3.5.3 Notwithstanding the requirements of 5.3.5.1. and 5.3.5.2 when a manu•.• 
facturer supplies his vehicle with safety belts, installed which incorpor~ 
te retractor, the c0rrcspondig belt anchorases shall be submitted to the 
test in which the loads are transmitted to them by means of a'device re-
producing the geometry of the safety belt (s) for which these anchora-
ges are to be appr.oved, 
If no upper belt anchorages are provided for the rear outboard seats 
and the centre seats 1 the lower belt anchorages shall be submitted to 
the test prescribed in point 5.4.3. in which the loads are tr~nsmitted 
to these anchorages by means of a device reprodu·cing th:e .. geometry of a ·lap 
belt. 
If the vehicle is designed to accept other devices which'do not enable 
the straps to be directly attached to belt anchorages without inter-
vening sheaves , etc. or which require belt anchorages supplementary 
to those mentioned in point 4.3., the safety belt or an arrangement 
of wires, sheaves, etc. representing the equipment of the safety 
belt, shall be attachod by such a device to the belt anchorages in 
the vehicle and the belt anchorages shall be subjected to the ~esta 
pr~scribed in point 5.4. as ~ppropriate. 
A test method other than those prescribed in point 5.3. may be 
used, but evidence must be furnisbed that it is equivalent. 
'· ' 
... ; ... 
... 
,. 
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5·4• ~ioul,ar test specifications . 
""5.4.1. Test in confir,"Uration of a three point belt incorporat~...s:. a rett"actor 
ha7ir.!4 ~...E..ulley or strap guide at the UJ!Pe:.:._bol t anchorage_ 
5.4.1.1. A special pulley or guide for the wire or strap appropriate to transmit 
the load from the traction device, or the pulley or strap guide supplied 
by the manufacturer shall be fitted to the upper belt anchorage. 
5.4.1.2. A test Joad of 1350 daN ± 20 dru~ shall be applied to a traction device 
(see Annex V, figure 2) attached to the belt anchorages of the same belt, 
1-q 
by raeans of a device reproducing the geometry of the upper to:rso strap of such 
a· safety belt. 
5•4•1•3• At the same time a tractive force of 1350 dcu~ ± 20 daN shall be applied 
to a traction device (see Annex V, figure 1) attached to the two lower 
belt anchorages. 
Test J.~_con:f~ration of a three poin~l.:L_wit~~ retractor or l-lith 
~~tra~~r at the upper belt anchora~e. 
5.4.2.1. A test load of 1350 daN ± 20 daN shall be applied to a traction device 
(see Annex V, fie,-ure 2) attached to the upper belt anc~orage and to the 
opposite lower belt anchorage of the same belt, using, "if supplied by 
the m~ufacturer, a retractor fixed at the upper belt anchorage. 
5.4.2.2. At the same time a tractive force of 1350 daN ± 20 daN shall be applied 
to a traction device (see Annex V, figure 1) attached to the lower belt 
onchorc.ge s. 
~t in configuration of a l~bel t. 
A test load of 2225 da.N ± 20 daN shall be applied to a traction device 
(see lmnex V, figure 1) attached to the tuo lower belt anchorages. 
Test for belt anchorages located wholly within the seat structure or 
~ispersed between the vehicle structure and the seat struct~ 
5-4•4•1• The tests specified in points 5.4.1., 5.4.2. and 5.4.3. above shall be 
... / ... 
... 12-
performed• Ft,s appropriate, at the same time cuperim;?osing for eac~~ ;:;-:.~et 
and for each group of seats a force as stated below, 
5.4.4.2. The loads indicated in points 5.4.1., 5•4•2• and 5•4•3• shall be supple-
mented by a force e~~al to 20 times the weight of the complete seat 
applied horizontally and longitudinally througJ::l. the centre of gravity 
6. 
of t!:J.o seat, 
Reaul ts of Teste 
. , All the anchorages shall be capable of withstanding the test prescribed 
. ' . ' 
in poin~ 5·.~· an.d 5•4• Pen1anent deformation including pn.rt~.al rl,l.pture 
or broak~ge, ot any anchorage or surrounding area shall not constitute 
failure if tho required force is sustained for the ·specified time, 
DurinG the test, the minimum spacings for the effectivu· lower belt 
anchorages specified in 4.4.3.3. an the r0.quiromcnts of 4•4•4•6• and 
4•4•4•7• for effective upper belt anchorages shall be respected, 
In the case of a tliO door c~, .the displacement and locking system 
enabling the occupants of the rear soats to leave the vehicle nust 
still be operable by hand after removal of the tractive force. 
Af'ter tGsting, any damage to. the:."~?elt al,lCho::r:~"'9s. and structures. . 
. supporting J oad d,uring _tests shall be not.od. 
' ' ,, 
~:?J.iiTr'. OF PRODUCTION 
In qrdor to vcr.ify· eonformit:y .with the approved type, a .sufficient 
nUlnber of random checks sh:11l be perf,o~~ed .on serial.ly-produced 
vehicles, 
6.2. As a. gcner:ll rule the checks as aforesaid shall be confined to the 
takins of measuremGnts. Hmiever, i.f necessary, the vehicles shall 
be subjected to tests conforming to the. requirements of point 5 above. 
1• INSTRU<JriONS 
.. . : 
For every vehicle conforming to the approved type the manufacturer shall. · 
state oloarly in. the instructions for operating the vehicle, where the belt 
onohora.~s arG and for what .type of safet~r b9l ts they are intended.-
... ; ... 
:~NNEX II 
Name of 
administr<::.tion 
£:~_!0 THI:: EZC VElli.!:~ TYPE APPgQy£:1 FORH : 
;.PPROV !.L OF ;.NCHORJ-.GE FOR s;.FETY BELTS 
(: .. rticlt: 4 (2) and .• rticle 10 of the Council Directive of 6 February 1970 
on the npproximation of the laws of the Hember States relating to the 
type-approval of motor vehicles and their trailers). 
EEC type-approval number ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••o 
le Trade name or m~rk of the vehicle ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Vehicle type •...•.••.•..••.•.••. •:• ID ••••••••• ., ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. Eamc and ~ddress of manufacturer •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. If &pplic~ble, name and address of manufacturer's representative •••• 
• • • • • ~ • • • •.•. •. • 0 0 ... • • • ~. '· " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 •• 
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Annex II 
5. Designation of the types of belts authorized for fitting to the 
anchorage with which the vehicle is equipped : 
T'l. ht ( r.ower J.,l.g ( ( 
(outboard 
anchorages( 
(inboard ~::~ .... '( ' 
(Upper anchorage (right 
(Lower-anchorages( 
I-;idd.le Front 
seat 
( (left 
( 
(Upper anchorage 
(outboard 
Left \Lower anchorages( 
hand ( (;i.nboard ( 
seat (Upper anchorage 
... (outboard 
Idc;ht. (Lower anchorages( 
"(' (inboard hand ( 
side (Upper anchor ace 
(right 
(Lower anchorages( 
Rear l~:i.ddle ( (left 
seat ( 
(Upper anchorage 
(outboard -
(Lower anchorages( 
left ( · · ' · (inboard 
hand ( 
seat (Upper anchorage 
. 
1'.nchorage ( +) 
Vehicle Seat 
st~ucture structure 
.~. 
Remarks . . .............................................................. . 
• • • • • • 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(x)Insert in the actual position the following letter or letters : 
"A"for a thrce-poi1:t belt including the case where a retractor is at-
tached directly to the anchorage without a oulley or strap guide at 
the upper anchorage. 
11B11for a lat belt 
"S"for special-type belts; in this case state the nature of tho types 
under "Remarks" 
"Ar", "Br 11 or "Sr" for a belt incorporating retractors using a pulley or 
strap guide 
"h.e 11 1 Be11 1 or 11Se 11 for a belt with a energy absorption device 
".l..re",Bre", or "Sre" for a belt fitted with a retractor using a pulley or strap 
guide and an energy absorption device on at least one anchorage. 
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(++) 6. Description of seats ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(++) 7. Description offue adjustment, displacement and locking system 
either of the seat or of its parts ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(++) 8. Description of seat anchorage •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9. Description of particular type of safety belt required in the 
case of an anchorage located in the seat back or incorporating an 
energy-dissipating device •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••• 
10. Number of report issued by that service •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
11. Approval granted/refused(+++) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
12. Pl,_\.CC •••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••• 
13. Date ooooooo•••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••"••••••••••••••••••••• 
14. Signatere ••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
15. ~he following documents, bearing the approval number shown above, 
are annexed to this comr.tunicatioll. : 
•e• drawings, technical descriptiobs of the belt anchorages and of 
the ve~icle structure including photographs where necessary, 
••• drawings,technical descriptions of the seats, their anchorage 
on the vehicle and their adjustment, displacement and lock~~g 
systems including photographs where necessary. 
(++) Only if the anchorage is affixed on the seat or if the seat supports 
the b~lt strap. 
(+++) Strike out what does not apply. 
• DH = 315 + 1,6 .S 
BH = 260 + 1,2 S 
DtH = 315 + 1 t8 S 
B 1 H = 260 + S 
I 
Unless ·.othert-lisi 
specified this ----
angle to be . 
450 
L---
-- ~--------------~---
r· 
. . . - r~ 1 
• , il 
ANNEX ri1 
'i 
AREAS OF ~yAT!ONS 
OF EFFEcr.PIVE BELTiANCHORAGES 
I ·~. 
Reference line according to 
·1 point 4.1.2. of Anne:x; I 
IF 111..:_~---:_~~~ 
.Jomi~ T 
--.r ~~ ............ · .-.....-·. t- 35h min 
120 · 1· ·. 120 min I 
.1/1 
: t 1_ 
s·= 140 min t Upper effeoti ve bel_! anchorage 
77/7/~.( 
' l t 
'All dimen~ions are i~ millimeters 
.. 
1. 
1.1. 
ANNEX IV 
PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING THE 11Htt POINT 
AND VERIFYING THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE "H" 
J.ND 11R11 POINTS 
DEFiraTIONS 
The 11H11 point, which indicates the position of a seated occupant 
in the passenger compartment, is the trace, in a longitudinal ver-
tical plane, of the theoreti~al axis of rotation between the legs and 
the torso of a human body represented by the manikin described in 
point 3. 
1.2. The 11R" point or "seating reference point" is the reference point 
specifi.:;d by .the manufacturer which 
1.2.1. has co-ordinates determined in relation to the vehicle structure; 
1.2.2. corresponds to the theoretical position of the point of torso/legs 
rotation- ( 11H 1 ~ poi~t) for the lowest and most rearward normal driving 
position .or position of use given to each seat provided by the 
vGhicle manufacturer& 
2 • DETEP.MINATION OF HH" POINTS 
2.1. An H point shall be determined for each seat provided ~y the manu-
facturer of the vehicle. If the seats in the same row can be regar-
ded as similar (bench seat, identical seats, etc.) only one H point 
shall be determined for each row of seats, the manikin described in 
poiht 3 below buing seate'd in a place r.agarded as representative ·fbr 
the row. This place shall be 
2.1.1. in the ease of the front row, the driver's seat; 
2.1.2. in the case of the rear row or rows, an outer seat. 
2.2. When an 11H11 point is bt:ing determined, the seat considered shall be 
placed in the lowest and most rearward normal driving position or 
position of use provided for it by the ~anufacturer. The seat back 
shall if its inclination is adjustable be locked as specified by the 
manufacturer or in the absence of any specification to an actual 
seat-back angle of as nearly as possible 25° from the vertical. 
- 2 -
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3• DESCRIPTION OF THE HANIKIN 
3.1. A three-dimensional manikin of a weight and contour corresponding 
to those of an adult mule of average height shall be used. Such a ~ 
manikin is depicted in figUres- 1 and 2. 
3.2. The manikin shall comprise : 
3.2 .1. two COIY).ponents '·. one simulating the back a?,-~ .. t.~.~. other the seat of 
the body, pivoting on an axis representing the axis of rotation 
between the torso and the thigh. The trace of this axis on the ~ide 
of the manikin is the manikin's H point; 
3.2.2. two components simulating the legs and pivotally attached to the 
componen't simulating the seat; and 
. ' 
3.2.3. two components simulating th~ f~et and connected to the legs by 
pivotal joints simulating ankles. 
. -
3.2.4. In addition, the component s:i,mulating the seat sh.Eili .. be 'provided 
with a level enabling its transverse orientation to be verified. 
3·3• Body segment weights shall be attached at appropriate points cor-
responding to thu relevant centres of gravity, so as to brittg the 
total mass of the manikin up to about 7.5 .6 kg.' •. Details of the 
. . 
various masses are given in the table in 'figure· 2. 
4. SETTING UP THE MANIKIN 
The three-dimensional manikin shall be set up in the following 
manner : 
4.1. the .vehicle shall be placed on~ horizontal plane and the seats 
. ' 
adjus,ted as pres.cribed in point 2.?.. above; 
4.2. the seat to be :tested· shall be covere.d w±th a pie-ce of cloth to 
facilitate correct setting ·up of the man±k;in;. 
4.3. the manikin shali be· ·placed on the. seat ccmoerne.d;- its pivotal axes 
being perpendicular to th~ longitudinal plane of symmetry of the 
' ' 
vehicle; 
•· 
.. 
, 
'),:1 
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4.4. the feet of the manikin shall be placed as follows 
4.4.1. in the front seats, in such a wa:y that the axis representing th,e 
transverse inclination of the seat of the manikin is brought to 
the horizontal; 
4.4.2. in the rear seats, so far as. possible in such as way as to be in 
contact with the front seats. If the feet then rest on parts of 
the floor which are at CJ.ifferent levels, the foot which first comes 
into contact with the frcnt seat shall serve as a reference point 
and the other foot shall be se arranged that the axis representing 
the transverse inclination of the seat of the manikin is brought 
to the horizontal; 
4.4.3, if tht; "H" point is being determined fur a centre seat, the feet 
she:ll .be placed one .on each side of the tunnel. 
4.5. The weights shnll be placed on the thighs, the axis representing the 
transverse inclination of the seat o.f the manikin shall be brought 
to the horizontal, and the weights shall be placed on the component 
representing the seat. of the. manikin. 
·4 .. 6. 
4.8. 
The me.nikin shRll be lnoveJ away from the seat back by means of the 
knee-pi~ot iar and the back of the manikin .shall be piyote~ forwardso 
The manikin shall be repositioned. on the seat of the vehicle by 
bein3 slid backwards on its. seat until resistance .is encountered, 
the bc:.ck of tht: manikin then being replaced against the seat-buck; 
A horizontal load of approximately 10 + 1 daN. shall be twice applied 
-
to the manikin. The d~rection and _point of application of the load 
are shown by a black arrow in figure 2. 
The weights shall be installed on the right .ani left sides, and the 
torso weights shall then be placed in position. The transverse axis 
of tne manikin shall be kept horizontal. 
The transverse axis of the manikin being kept horizontal, the back 
of the manikin shall be pivoted forwards until the torso weights 
are nbove the 11H11 point, so as to eliminate nny friction with the 
seat back. 
4.10. 
5. 
5.1. 
- 4 -
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The back of the manikin shall be gently moved rearwards so as to 
complete the setting-up operation. The transverse axis of the 
manikin shall be horizontal. If it is not, the procedure described 
above shall be repeated. 
RESULTS 
When the manikin has been set up as described in point 4 above, 
the "H" point of the vehicle seat conside~d is constituted by 
the "H" point of the manikin. 
The co-ordinates of the 11H" point in the three mutually perpendicu-
. . 
lar planes, shall be measured for comparison with the data supplied 
by the vehicle manufacturer. 
6 • VERIFYING THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE "R" AND· 11H" POINTS 
6.1. The results of the measurements carried out as described in point 
5.2. for the "H" point shall be compared with the co ordinates 'Of 
the "R" point' as supplied by the vehicle manufacturer. 
6.2,. The relative positions of the "R" point and the "H" point shall be 
considered to be satisfactory for the seat in question if the 11H" 
point, as defined by its co-ordinates, ·lies within a longitudinal 
rectangle whose horizontal and vertical sides are 30 mm and 20 mm 
long respectively and whose diagonals intersect at the 11R11 po,i~i; .. 
6~2.1. If these conditions are met, the "R" point shall be used for the 
' . 
test and, if necessary, the manikin: shall be so adjusted that the 
"H" point coincides with -the "R". point. 
6.3. If the 11H" point does not satisfy the requirements of point 6.2. 
'abov·e; -~the "H" point ·shall b~ de:tetmined twice more (three t:iilltes 
in all).'· If t·he results of two or these three operations satisfy 
the requirements the result of the test shall be considered to be 
satisfactory .. 
6.4. If at lea6t two of the three test results do not satisfy the require-
ments of point 6~2., the result of the test shall be considered to 
be not satisfactory. 
' 
6.6. 
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If the situation described in point 6.4. above arises, or if ve-
rification cannot be effected becaus~ the manufacturer has failed 
to supply information regarding the position of the "R" point, 
the average of the results of the three cteterminations may ~e used 
and be regarded as applicable in all cases where the "Rn point 
is referred tc in this Diractive. 
Fc;r verifying the relative positions of the "R" point and the 
11H11 point in a serially produced vehicll;) the rectangle referred 
to in point 6.2. a~ove shall be replaced by a square of 50 mm 
side. 
I . 
I· 
j. 
-~~~~~"" ------------------
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COtiPONENTS OF 1~IP.Z.E-DI!.f:SNSIONAL !·!ANIKIN 
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DI1·1ENSIONS Al~D \'n!;IGHT OF HANIKIN 
., f l' ., . r.;Il::l..E ·In.~:t ... ctn 
Co;:-.pcncntG simulating b·ack 
t~~d scat of body 
?orso weights 
Sent weights . 
T'nigh weights . 
Leg weights· 
Total 
--;...~---.--... ··-·- ~······.--·-_ .... oil~~--· 
! • 
.. 
Variable fl"'~ 
10.8 em 
to 42.4 err. 
,_ 
16.6 
31.2 
6.8 
Picure 2 
. .a.m:x: IV 31 
39.1,7 em 
-: I 
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li'J.gl.lro 2 
Cloth-coverecl toam, t.h1clmess 25 
p 
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~~---~~-~ 
Strap connectinG ·block to o.nchor~tt;o points 
( dimenci·:>lts in tml) · 
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